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ABSTRACT
The current gravitational-wave (GW) localization methods rely mainly on sources with electromagnetic counterparts.
Unfortunately, a binary black hole does not emit light. Due to this, it is generally not possible to localize these objects
precisely. However, strongly lensed gravitational waves, which are forecasted in this decade, could allow us to localize the binary
by locating its lensed host galaxy. Identifying the correct host galaxy is challenging because there are hundreds to thousands
of other lensed galaxies within the sky area spanned by the GW observation. However, we can constrain the lensing galaxy’s
physical properties through both GW and electromagnetic observations. We show that these simultaneous constraints allow one
to localize quadruply lensed waves to one or at most a few galaxies with the LIGO/Virgo/Kagra network in typical scenarios.
Once we identify the host, we can localize the binary to two sub-arcsec regions within the host galaxy. Moreover, we demonstrate
how to use the system to measure the Hubble constant as a proof-of-principle application.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

With current gravitational-wave (GW) detectors, the sky localization
areas of GW events have typical uncertainties of 100s of square
degrees (Abbott et al. 2019b). There are >millions of galaxies in
such a large sky area, and tens of thousands of galaxies within the
90 per cent error volume (Chen, Fishbach & Holz 2018; Abbott et al.
2019a; Fishbach et al. 2019; Soares-Santos et al. 2019; Gray et al.
2020), making identification of the GW event host galaxy impossible
unless there is an electromagnetic (EM) counterpart. This was the
case for the binary neutron star GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017a, b).

A binary black hole merger would allow us to probe physics
inaccessible with merging neutron stars such as higher order GW
modes, higher source redshifts, and the strong field of gravity
(Berti et al. 2015; Calderón Bustillo, Laguna & Shoemaker 2017;
Pang et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2019c; Chatziioannou et al. 2019;
Coleman Miller & Yunes 2019; Abbott et al. 2020). Unfortu-
nately, localizing merging black holes is difficult as they emit no
light.1 In this work, we ask the question: if a GW is multiply
imaged due to strong gravitational lensing, would that allow us to
uniquely localize the event through locating its multiply imaged host
galaxy?

� E-mail: o.hannuksela@nikhef.nl (OAH); thomas.collett@port.ac.uk (TEC)
1See, however, the possibility of identifying ‘golden binaries’ that could allow
for a unique localization (Chen & Holz 2016).

Similarly to light, when GWs travel near a massive object such as
a galaxy or a galaxy cluster, they experience gravitational lensing.
These lensed GWs could be observed in this decade: The current
single detector forecasts predict around one strongly lensed event per
year at LIGO design sensitivity (Li et al. 2018; Ng et al. 2018; Oguri
2018). The methods to detect lensed waves have been developed in
recent years, and the first searches for GW lensing signatures in the
LIGO and Virgo data were carried out recently (Haris et al. 2018;
Hannuksela et al. 2019; Li et al. 2019; McIsaac et al. 2019; Pang
et al. 2020; Dai et al. 2020).

If a GW event is gravitationally strongly lensed, then its host
galaxy must also be lensed. Therefore, when we look for the host
galaxy of a GW, we can narrow down our search to strongly lensed
galaxies only. Given that there are far fewer strongly lensed galaxies
than non-lensed galaxies (Collett 2015), this means that the number
of possible hosts is orders of magnitude smaller compared to non-
lensed GWs.

When gravitational lensing produces multiple images, typically
either two or four bright images form (although in rare scenarios,
more images are possible; Dahle et al. 2013; Collett & Bacon 2016;
Collett et al. 2017). Because the multiple images of the wave travel
on different paths through the Universe, images of transient events do
not reach Earth simultaneously. Therefore, a GW detector observes
multiple images as ‘repeated’ events with an overall difference in
amplitude and possibly phase, separated by typically time delays
of minutes to months (Haris et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2018, 2019;
Hannuksela et al. 2019; Robertson et al. 2020). In the limit of
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Figure 1. An illustration of a sky localization of a quadruply lensed gravita-
tional wave. We show both the individual (colour) and the combined (black)
sky localizations at 90 per cent confidence. Each lensed GW essentially gives
us a new set of detectors with which to localize the event in the sky, allowing
for improved sky localization. A dedicated follow-up of the narrowed sky
region would then allow us to search for the lensed host galaxy from which
the GW originates.

geometrical optics, the gravitational wave is otherwise identical to a
non-lensed signal.2

Moreover, because the Earth rotates during the delay between
image arrivals, each image essentially gives us a new set of detectors.3

Due to the effectively larger detector network, strongly lensed events
allow for better sky localization (Seto 2004). Thus, a lensed event
can be localized better in the sky than a non-lensed event (see Fig. 1
for illustration). However, even with the improved sky localization,
there are still approximately 140 other lenses per square degree in
the sky area (Collett 2015).

In the case of doubly imaged GWs, there are two pieces of
information immediately accessible to us from the GWs: the time
delay between the images and the flux ratio of the images (Sereno
et al. 2011; Yu, Zhang & Wang 2020). However, these two pieces of
information alone will not significantly constrain the lensing system
as the time delay is degenerate with the lens mass distribution, and the
alignment of lens and source on the sky. Indeed, many of the lenses
within the sky localization area will be consistent with a single time
delay and magnification ratio.4

Therefore, we limit our investigation to quadruple image systems.
These systems have three independent time delay and magnification
ratios: any lens system that cannot produce consistent time delays and
magnification ratios cannot be the host of the lensed GW. Indeed,
by combining the GW information with the information from the

2Let us note that Dai & Venumadhav (2017) suggested that if the GW contains
higher order modes and passes through a lensing saddle point, the signal
morphology could exhibit a minor change. Moreover, if beating patterns
induced by microlensing are present, there could be minor changes to the
waveform in the case of extreme macromodel magnification (Diego et al.
2019; Pagano, Hannuksela & Li 2020). However, the effects are rare, and are
not expected to significantly affect parameter estimation.
3The typical image separation for strong lensing is less than an arcsecond
(Collett 2015). Thus, the multiple images appear at essentially the same sky
location given the GW detector accuracy.
4Although only massive cluster lenses can produce time delays of order years.
The rarity of such clusters might mean that a pair of images with long time
delay is identifiable to a specific cluster lens, as investigated in Smith et al.
(2017, 2018, 2019)

EM side, we can investigate if observations of a quadruply lensed
GW event can provide a sufficiently unique fingerprint to definitively
identify its host galaxy without an EM counterpart to the GW event.

Let us, therefore, make the following four assumptions:

(i) we detect a quadruply imaged GW event;
(ii) GW events originate within galaxies that emit EM radiation;
(iii) we identify all of the strong-lensing systems within the sky

localization of the event; and
(iv) we have redshift information of each lens and source from

EM observations.

The first assumption is plausible when LIGO/Virgo/Kagra reach
design sensitivity: Single detector forecasts suggest ∼1 strongly
lensed event per year at LIGO design sensitivity (Li et al. 2018;
Ng et al. 2018; Oguri 2018). Moreover, Li et al. (2018) found
that ∼ 30 per cent of the detectable lensed events within LIGO
would be quadruply lensed. In the third-generation detectors such
as the Einstein Telescope (Maggiore et al. 2020), we could observe
hundreds of lensed events (Biesiada et al. 2014; Ding, Biesiada &
Zhu 2015). These estimates assume that the signals that are below
the noise threshold can not be detected. However, in the future, there
exists an exciting possibility of identifying even some of the signals
that are below the noise threshold (Li et al. 2019; McIsaac et al.
2019).

The second assumption should apply when the progenitors of
binary black holes are stellar objects. BBH progenitors should trace
the star formation rate or the stellar mass, depending on the delay
between massive black hole formation and BBH merger. That the
host galaxies emit EM radiation is widely applied in cosmography
studies utilizing galaxy catalogue-based methods (Chen et al. 2018;
Abbott et al. 2019a; Fishbach et al. 2019; Soares-Santos et al. 2019;
Gray et al. 2020)

The assumption that we know all of the lenses is challenging,
even though we expect Euclid and LSST to find ∼105 lenses (Collett
2015). Euclid lacks the depth to find every faint lensed source, and
LSST lacks the angular resolution to detect small Einstein radius
systems. However, there is no need to know the strong lenses at the
moment the GW event is detected. If the sky localization is restricted
to a few square degrees, then dedicated follow-up of this area with
a wide-field imaging space telescope like Euclid or WFIRST should
quickly go deep enough to detect virtually all of the strongly lensed
light (and hence stellar mass) originating at the typical redshifts of
lensed GW events (Ryczanowski et al. 2020).

Once the lenses are known, spectroscopic follow-up with a multi-
object spectrograph (e.g. 4MOST, DESI, or Mauna Kea Spectro-
scopic Explorer) could be used to obtain redshifts for the lenses
and sources. These facilities have thousands of spectroscopic fibres
and fields of view of a few square degrees; hence, they could
simultaneously obtain all of the required redshifts in one or two
very deep exposures.

2 TH E C ATA L O G U E O F ST RO N G LY LE N S E D
B I NA RY B L AC K H O L E EV E N T S

Our simulated lens distribution follows the galaxy–galaxy lens popu-
lation of Collett (2015). The lenses are singular isothermal ellipsoid
mass profiles with ellipticities and velocity dispersions following the
observed distribution from SDSS (Choi, Park & Vogeley 2007). We
assume these potential lenses are uniformly distributed in a comoving
volume out to z = 2. Sources are then drawn from the Millennium
Simulation (Springel et al. 2005) with galaxies painted on using a
semi-analytic model (De Lucia & Blaizot 2007) and matched to the
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redshift distributions from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (Connolly
et al. 2010). If the centre of the source is multiply imaged, we include
the system in our strong lens catalogue. This catalogue is complete
down to sources with an i-band magnitude of 27.

Our lensed GW population follows the lensed galaxy distribution:
we treat every lensed source as equally likely to contain a lensed GW
event (a more optimal method would involve luminosity and redshift
weighting (Fan, Messenger & Heng 2014; Chen et al. 2018; Fishbach
et al. 2019; Soares-Santos et al. 2019; Abbott et al. 2019a; Gray et al.
2020, but we leave this to future work). For the GW properties, we
use a power-law black hole mass profile p(m1) ∝ m−2.35 with a stellar-
mass cut-off at 50 M� and uniform in mass ratio q, consistent with
the LIGO/Virgo O1/O2 binary black hole population (Abbott et al.
2019d). We use the IMRPHENOMPV2 waveform model (Hannam
et al. 2014; Husa et al. 2016; Khan et al. 2016), which includes
the full inspiral, ringdown, and merger parts of the GW signal, as
implemented in the LALSUITE software package (LIGO Scientific
Collaboration 2018). We infer the GW parameters using the BILBY

parameter inference software (Ashton et al. 2019).5

A two or three detector network may have typical sky localization
errors larger than we require here, and so we consider four GW
instruments. We assume the LIGO/Virgo/Kagra network at design
sensitivity (Aasi et al. 2015; Abbott et al. 2016; Acernese et al.
2015; Somiya 2012; Aso et al. 2013; Akutsu et al. 2018), randomly
simulate GWs that are quadruply lensed, and choose those that
are detectable [i.e. all have a network signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
ρnetwork > 10].

3 SKY LOCALIZATION O F MULTIPLY IMAG ED
EVENTS

We combine the sky localization posteriors of each image of
the quadruply lensed GWs in our simulated catalogue, finding
that the typical sky localization of moderate (low) S/N detections
is < 10 deg2 (< 20 deg2), and often a much lower < 5 deg2 (<
10 deg2); see Fig. 2. Since we expect around ∼140 lens galaxy
candidates per square degree (Collett 2015), quadruple image
systems are immediately localized to ∼ O(100) − O(1000) host
systems.

4 ID E N T I F Y I N G T H E L E N S A N D S O U R C E

Once the event is localized, we can then ask the question ‘which
of the observed lenses can reproduce the observed time delays and
magnifications?’ Due to the computational costs of inverting the lens
equation, we will not be able to perform our full search on a large
statistical sample of detected GW injections. Instead, we choose
three ‘representative’ injections lensed by large (Einstein radius of
∼ 2 arcsec), medium (∼ 1 arcsec), and small (∼ 0.5 arcsec) lens. The
simulated binary/lens systems are given in Tables A1 and A2. There
are fewer massive lens systems, and they typically produce longer
time delays. Thus, we expect that GW events with a longer time
delay to be easier to identify. Lower mass lenses are forecast to be
more numerous (Collett 2015), so we expect that they will be harder
to discriminate from each other.

5Note that whilst BILBY assumes non-lensed waveforms, this only affects
the inferred luminosity distance and the phase of coalescence measurement.
Other parameters are unbiased (Nakamura & Deguchi 1999; Takahashi &
Nakamura 2003; Dai & Venumadhav 2017; Haris et al. 2018; Pang et al.
2020).

Figure 2. The probability (histogram) and cumulative distribution function
(lines) of the combined sky localization constraints for our catalogue of
quadruply lensed events in the low (orange) and moderate (black) mean
S/N regimes. We have combined the sky localization posteriors of the four
individual lensed events. At both low and moderate S/N, a large fraction of
the events are constrained to better than 10 deg2 in the sky, and often to
better than 5 deg2. We quote the 90 per cent confidence interval for the sky
localization.

Within the sky localization of each event, we perform lens
reconstruction of each possible lens to reproduce the observed time
delays and magnification ratios. We model each lens as a singular
power-law ellipsoidal mass distribution with external shear. The
GW image positions are unknown, but we assume that we already
know the lens model parameters to comparable precision to a rough
initial lens model obtainable from ground-based imaging of the
lensed EM host (Kostrzewa-Rutkowska et al. 2014). Specifically,
we assume (0.01, 0.05, 0.03) spread (one-standard-deviation) on
the measurement of the Einstein radius, axis-ratio, and each shear
component, respectively. We assume the power-law density profile
of the lens to be unconstrained by the existing data, adopting instead
a prior typical of the strong lens population: a mean slope γ =
2 with 0.2 spread. These uncertainties are significantly broader
than the errors achieved for detailed models of lenses with high-
resolution imaging (e.g. Collett & Auger 2014; Birrer et al. 2019;
Chen et al. 2019). The errors also do not include the correlations
between parameters whose inclusion would improve our discrimina-
tory power and are thus conservative. To do the lens inversion, we use
LENSTRONOMY, a multipurpose gravitational lens modelling software
package (Birrer & Amara 2018). In the modelling, we neglect GW
event timing uncertainty, but we add a 20 per cent uncertainty on each
image magnification to account for lensing by dark substructures.

We compute the Bayes factor for each lens within a sky localization
of 4 deg2 of the GW. Bayes factors are significant for lenses that can
reproduce the observed lensed GW events, and low for lenses that are
inconsistent with producing the observations. For detailed derivation,
see the Methods section.

In our simulation, we find that the Bayes factor allows us to identify
the host galaxy when the lens is massive enough (Fig. 3, top panel,
orange bins). For smaller lenses, we could narrow down the number
of host galaxies to a few or a dozen (Fig. 3, middle and bottom panels,
orange bins). We can discriminate larger lenses more easily because
they are rare, thus providing characteristic time-delay measurements
that are produced by only a few similarly massive lenses.

Systems with a few remaining candidates can be further narrowed
down using detailed lens modelling. Therefore, based on the initial
ground-based imaging results, we choose the 11 highest Bayes factor
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Figure 3. The Bayes factor in favour of a given galaxy being the host of
the merging black hole. We show the results for 550 lens reconstructions
within the sky localization of the injected GW using ground-based imaging
(orange). The Bayes factor for the 11 best-fitting lenses are shown in black
after modelling simulated high-resolution follow-up imaging. The Bayes
factors are large for lenses that can reproduce the observed lensed GW
event properties, and low for lenses that are inconsistent with producing
the observations. We show three lensing configurations: a GW lensed by a
massive ∼ 2 arcsec Einstein radius lens (top panel), a moderate ∼ 1 arcsec
lens (middle panel), and a small ∼ 0.5 arcsec lens (bottom panel). The correct
lens yields a high Bayes factor in all three cases (vertical dashed lines). In the
massive lens scenario (top panel), the background of lensed galaxy candidates
is separated. Thus, we can uniquely narrow down the source to one galaxy at
above 90 per cent confidence with high-resolution imaging. In the moderate
and small lens scenarios (middle and bottom panels), we narrow down the
host galaxy to four and five candidates, respectively.

candidates6 and model high-resolution imaging of each system.
Specifically, we use LENSTRONOMY to reconstruct the lens properties
observed with a simulated Hubble Space Telescope image. We then
find that we can narrow down the lenses to one, four, and five for the
large, medium, and small lens scenarios, respectively (Fig. 3, black
bins).

Therefore, we can generally localize the GW source to one or at
most a few galaxies. The number of potential host galaxy candidates
scales with the sky area. Thus, moderate to high S/N detections will
be more promising and will allow us to discriminate the sources
better. We expect more precise modelling of the lens and GW priors,
and the inclusion of so-called joint-PE methodologies (Lo, private
communication) to also improve our discriminatory power.

5 LO C AT I N G TH E B B H M E R G E R W I T H I N T H E
LENSED HOST AND MEASURING THE
H U B B L E C O N S TA N T

Once the GW host system has been identified, a detailed lens
model can be used to de-lens the EM source, identify which
positions on the source plane can produce the observed time-delays
and magnifications, and to convert time-delays and magnifications
into inference on the Hubble constant. We use LENSTRONOMY to
reconstruct a typical Einstein ring observed with a simulated Hubble
Space Telescope image, shown in Fig. 4.

6This could be the default analysis if automatic lens modelling (Nightingale,
Dye & Massey 2018) can produce high fidelity lens models for every strong
lens within the sky localization.

Figure 4. The sample lens system we use in our simulated Hubble constant
measurement. Top left-hand panel: observed light distribution. Top right-hand
panel: best-fitting model of the lens and the source. Bottom left-hand panel:
the difference after subtracting the model from the data. Bottom right-hand
panel: the reconstruction of the non-lensed source for the best-fitting model,
and the inferred position of the binary black hole relative to the source at 68
and 90 per cent confidence (black contour) as well as its true position (blue
cross). Our final sky localization is a factor of ∼109 times better than the
initial localization by LIGO/Virgo/Kagra (∼ 4 deg2).

We simulate random realizations of lensed GWs in this system
until one of them is detected as a quadruple image event within
LIGO/Virgo/Kagra. Given the lens model, the time-delay ratios and
magnification ratios localize the lens within the source. However,
the symmetry of the lensing system means the source position is not
uniquely determined. Marginalizing over the uncertainty in the lens
and source parameters enables us to locate the BBH merger to one
of two regions.7

Since the ratio of time delays and magnifications is sufficient to
constrain the source position, the absolute scale of the time delays and
the absolute magnifications are still sensitive to the Hubble constant
even without an EM counterpart. The time delays are sensitive to
the Hubble constant through the time-delay distance (Refsdal 1964;
Liao et al. 2017), and the magnifications are sensitive through the
luminosity distance to the GW source because BBHs can be regarded
as standard sirens (Schutz 1986; Abbott et al. 2017b). Converting the
distances to cosmological parameter inference requires knowledge
of lens and source redshifts, but these can be measured from in the
EM for the lens and host.

To illustrate the cosmological sensitivity, we show constraints on
the Hubble constant, in a flat �CDM cosmology with �M fixed. We
show the inferred H0 in Fig. 5. Combining the H0 constraints from
the time-delay distance and the four images of the standard siren, we

7The lens model localizes the source position to one of four regions, but these
are blurred into two distinct regions after combining with the uncertainty on
the source position inferred from the EM modelling
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Figure 5. Measurement of the Hubble constant H0 from the combination of
GW data and the lensed EM host galaxy (black). The coloured lines show
the H0 inferred from each of the four-lensed gravitational wave ‘standard
siren’ posteriors and the time-delay distance measurement (cyan). Combining
these constraints yields a more stringent H0 measurement compared to the
individual posteriors. The dashed line shows the simulated value of H0 =
70 kms−1Mpc−1.

find H0 = 68+8
−6 km s−1 Mpc−1 (median with symmetric 68 per cent

credible interval).
The primary contribution to the H0 measurement comes from

the measurement of the time-delay distance. The secondary con-
tribution is from the standard siren. However, this is based on the
assumption that there is a 20 per cent scatter between the lens model
magnification and the true magnification of the GW event. Such
a discrepancy is possible, since the lens model is sensitive only
to lensing structures with Einstein radii comparable to the size of
the host, whereas the point GW source can also be (de-)magnified
by stars and dark matter subhalos.8 In total, 20 per cent scatter
significantly smaller than expected for lensed supernovae (Foxley-
Marrable et al. 2018), where stellar microlensing plays a significant
role. However, microlensing is not expected to be as significant
for lensed GWs as the Einstein radius of a star is smaller than
the wavelength of stellar-mass BBH GW emission (Oguri 2019)
[except in the case of extreme macro model magnification (Diego
et al. 2019)]. A dedicated study towards GW microlensing will be
needed to quantify a more realistic estimate of the magnification
uncertainties due to microlensing. Such a study will require detailed
wave-optics modelling Takahashi & Nakamura (2003) and is beyond
the scope of this work.9 However, even if we assume no information
about the image magnifications, we find the constraint from the time-
delay distance alone is H0 = 65 ± 9 km s−1 Mpc−1.

For the Hubble constant inference, we have individually modelled
each of the magnified standard sirens despite them being images of
the same event; a joint-PE-based parameter estimation could remove
these excess degrees of freedom and improve the H0 constraint (Lo,
private communication).

8However, note that the error propagates only as
√

μ in the amplitude
and thus the luminosity-distance measurement. Therefore, even significant
magnification errors do not necessarily greatly propagate into the luminosity
distance.
9See also studies on the possibility of wave-optics effects affecting the time
delay (Takahashi 2017; Cremonese & M’ortsell 2018; Morita & Soda 2019;
Suyama 2020; Ezquiaga, Hu & Lagos 2020).

6 D I SCUSSI ON AND C ONCLUSI ON

We have presented a method that can uniquely localize the host
galaxies of gravitational waves from binary black holes using
quadruply imaged strongly lensed gravitational waves. The sky
localization area of these sources will be ∼a billion times smaller
than typical non-lensed BBHs.

Binary black hole localization combined with an EM redshift
measurement could open several new scientific frontiers. The Hubble
constant and cosmological inference using lensed gravitational waves
has been discussed in previous works in the context of events
accompanied by an EM counterpart (Liao et al. 2017; Cao et al.
2019). We have H0 measurements in the more common scenario of
a quadruply imaged binary black hole without an EM counterpart.
For higher redshift sources, these measurements also have some
sensitivity to the density and equation of state of dark energy
(Sereno et al. 2011).10 Other potential science cases include accurate
tests of GW propagation and improved polarization tests with
effectively more detectors (see Chatziioannou, Yunes & Cornish
2012; Smith et al. 2017, for discussion). and the interconnection
between galaxies and black holes (Abbott et al. 2019d; Adhikari et al.
2020).

In some scenarios, we will only be able to localize the source
host galaxy to a few candidates. These systems can still contribute to
statistical studies. For example, we can perform cosmography studies
by marginalizing the Hubble constant measurement according to
the Bayes factor of each candidate. Comparable methods have
been developed for Hubble constant measurements utilizing galaxy
catalogues (Chen et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2019a; Fishbach et al.
2019; Soares-Santos et al. 2019; Gray et al. 2020).

We note that our methodology can give an independent test of the
lensed hypothesis if a host galaxy with consistent time-delay and
magnification ratios is identified in a follow-up EM search. Three
events or two time-delay ratios might be sufficient to perform the
search (Dai et al. 2020). In the case of two events, a single time-
delay estimate may be quite degenerate with the lens parameters and
the source alignment, and it is not clear how well the search could
be performed. We note that due to the rarity of galaxy clusters, the
search is expected to be even more powerful for galaxy cluster lenses
than for galaxy lenses.

With the recently approved A + detector upgrade (Abbott et al.
2018), the sky localization should further improve. As a consequence,
lens identification becomes proportionately easier. In the third-
generation detectors such as the Einstein Telescope (Maggiore et al.
2020), we could observe hundreds of lensed events at even higher
S/N (Biesiada et al. 2014; Ding et al. 2015). In the era of future
detectors identifying the hosts of quadruply imaged GWs should
regularly be possible without an EM counterpart.
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A P P E N D I X A : ME T H O D O L O G Y

A1 Determination of the Hubble constant from angular
diameter distances

For any given lens system, the Hubble constant is related to the
time-delays measured from the GWs by (Liao et al. 2017)

�tij = D�t (z, zL, H�t
0 )(1 + zL)

c
�φij , (A1)

where zs and zL are the source and lens redshifts, �φij is the recon-
structed fermat potential at the image positions (for i, j pairs of im-
ages), �tij is the lensing time-delay between the two GW signals, and

D�t (z, zL,H�t
0 ) = dA(zL,H�t

0 )dA(zs, H
�t
0 )

dA(zL, zs, H
�t
0 )

, (A2)

is a combination of the angular diameter distances.
We can retrieve the fermat potential between the two images �φij

and D�t in unison by solving the lens equation for a quad system. In
particular, the lens system will have four source positions and unique
time-delay distance for a given combination of GW time-delays {ti}.
After solving the time-delay distance D�t, we can retrieve H0 from
equation (A2). Its posterior distribution

p(H�t
0 |dt

EM) = p(H�t
0 |�θL, zL, zs, {ti})

p(�θL, zL, zs, {ti}|dt
EM) , (A3)

where dt
EM includes the EM data (lens reconstruction, red-

shift measurements) and the GW time-delay data. The posterior
p(�θL, zL, zs, {ti}|dt

EM) includes the lens parameters �θL, the redshifts
(zL, zs), and the GW time-delays {ti}.

A2 Determination of the magnification and luminosity distance
from GWs

We can alternatively measure the Hubble constant by using the
absolute image magnifications. To do so, we first need to match the
relative magnification of the GW observations with those obtained
from the lens reconstruction.

The GW measurement of the luminosity distance is fully degen-
erate with the magnification of the signal, i.e.

Di
obs = dL/

√
μi , (A4)

where Di
obs is the observed luminosity distance (as inferred from the

GWs) of the ith signal and μi is the corresponding magnification. dL

is the true luminosity distance of the object.

Table A1. The binary masses m1, m2, the lens and source redshifts zL, and
zs, Einstein radius θE, axial ratio q, power-law slope γ , and the shears γ 1 and
γ 2 of our simulated lensed signals.

m1 m2 zL zs θE q γ γ 1 γ 2

1 9 M� 7 M� 0.17 0.97 2 arcsec 0.9 2.1 0.04 0.03
2 11 M� 10 M� 0.16 0.94 1 arcsec 0.8 1.8 0 − 0.02
3 7 M� 5 M� 0.99 1.60 0.5 arcsec 0.7 1.7 −0.01 0.08

Table A2. Relative time-delays between signals tij and the image magnifi-
cations {μi} for our simulated lensed signals.

�t12 �t23 �t34 μ1 μ2 μ3 μ4

1 7.2 d 18.1 d 14.0 d 6.3 7.1 6.7 5.0
2 4.6 d 3.3 h 4.4 h 5.0 20.2 12.9 9.6
3 2.4 d 4.0 d 1.7 d 3.6 4.2 2.6 2.0

Even without the complementary knowledge of the lens system,
we can straightforwardly compute the relative magnification

μij
r = μi

μj

=
(

D
j

obs

Di
obs

)2

, (A5)

which is the division of the two observed luminosity distance
posteriors. The posterior (taking the dominant correlation between
parameters to be between the inclination and luminosity distance)

p(μij
r |dGW) ≈

∫
p(μij

r |Di
obs, D

j

obs)

×
(

p(Di
obs, ι|di)p(Dj

obs, ι|dj )

p(Di
obs|di)p(Dj

obs|dj )p(Dj

obs)p(ι)2

)
×p(ι)p(Di

obs|di)p(Dj

obs|dj )dDi
obsdD

j

obsdι , (A6)

where ι is the inclination, which we included because it is highly
degenerate with luminosity distance,11 and we assume a flat (ag-
nostic) μrel prior. The dGW = {di} is the GW data strains, and di

is the ith observed GW strain. Note that in the lensing hypothesis
all the parameters of the four signals will be the same, except for
the observed luminosity–distance, time of coalescence, and phase
of coalescence (Haris et al. 2018). Here, we have assumed that
the dominant correlation between luminosity distance and other
parameters is the inclination, which is supported by several analyses
detailing the luminosity distance-inclination degeneracy (e.g. Mort-
lock et al. 2019; Hotokezaka et al. 2019). Nevertheless, including all
correlations could slightly improve our measurement accuracies.

A3 Determination of the lensing magnifications

Given the lens model and the time-delays {ti}, we obtain four
potential source positions {�yk} with k = 0, 1, 2, 3 being the source
position index (i.e. we obtain four source positions, each of which will
have four corresponding image positions). For each source position,
we retrieve four lensing magnifications {μk

i }, where i is the image
index and k the source index. The posterior distribution

p({μk
i }|dt

EM) = p({μk
i }|�θL, zL, zs, {ti})

p(�θL, zL, zs, {ti}|dt
EM)d �θLdzLdzsd{ti} . (A7)

The GWs give us the relative magnifications μij
r = μi/μj at a

moderate accuracy. We can use this to test if the GW comes from
this specific lensing system as follows: Let the lensed and the null
hypothesis be

Hμ : μij
r + δμij

r = μ̃ij
r = μijk

r = μk
i

μk
j

for some k ,

H0 : μij
r and μijk

r = μk
i

μk
j

are independent for all k , (A8)

where δμij
r introduces a 20 per cent error spread due to millilensing

and microlensing. We have neglected the line of sight contribution to
the H0 error, but this could be included in future work. We note that
microlensing can be suppressed for GWs due to diffraction effects
in the case of stellar-mass microlenses (Oguri 2019) (except in the
case of extreme macromodel magnification (Diego et al. 2019)).
A dedicated study towards GW microlensing will be needed to
quantify a more realistic estimate of the magnification uncertainties
due to microlensing. Such a study will require detailed wave optics

11If inclination was excluded, the relative magnification μr would be poorly
constrained.
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modelling Takahashi & Nakamura (2003) and is thus outside the
scope of this work. The joint posterior p(μ̃ij

r , μij
r |dGW, dEM), contains

the errors from GW and lens parameter estimation, as well as the
20 per cent error spread due to millilensing and microlensing.

The Bayes factor between the two hypotheses is then

Mμ
0 ≈ 1

4

∑
k

∫ ∏
ij

p(μ̃ij
r |dGW,H0)p(μij

r |dt
EM,H0, k)

p(μij
r |H0)−1dμij

r , (A9)

where p(μ̃ij
r |dGW,H0) is the relative magnification from the GW

luminosity distances only, marginalized over the microlensing error,
p(μij

r |dt
EM,H0, k) is the relative magnification predicted from the

time-delay and the reconstructed lens for the source index k, and
p(μij

r |H0) is the relative magnification prior. The integral can be
solved by importance sampling of the p(μij

r |dt
EM,H0, k). We assume

that the relative magnification prior is uniform; this assumption is
roughly consistent with the findings in (Oguri 2018). Future studies
are expected to assign more accurate priors as they become available.
We stress that this will allow for a more optimal definition of the
Bayes factor but is not expected to hinder our analysis.

The correct source index k is the one for which there is the largest
evidence

p(d|Hμ, k)

p(d|H0)
=

∏
ij

∫
p(μ̃ij

r |H0, dGW)p(μij
r |dt

EM,H0, k)

p(μij
r |H0)−1dμij

r , (A10)

where (i, j) run through (0, 1), (1, 2), and (2, 3). We thus weight each
sample by the evidence for the given source index. In principle, if
the evidence for a given source index k = k0 is substantial, we could
retrieve the correct magnification posteriors

p({μi}|dt
EM) =p({μi}|�θL, zL, zs, {ti})p(�θL, zL, zs, {ti}|dt

EM) , (A11)

where we have removed the index k and assumed it to be k = k0 to
simplify the notation. However, note that we do not choose a specific
source index in our analysis, or the one with the most substantial
evidence. Instead, we (correctly) weigh each source index according
to the evidence (equation A10). In the scenarios that we have
investigated, the most significant uncertainty in the magnification
measurement comes from the GW measurement, followed by the
millilensing/microlensing error, followed by the lens reconstruction
error. Note that the magnification uncertainty propagates only as

√
μ

in the amplitude and thus the luminosity–distance measurement.

A4 Determination of the Hubble constant from luminosity
distance

After retrieving the image magnifications, we can estimate the
Hubble constant a secondary way, using the host galaxy redshift zs

dL(zL, H
dL
0,i ) = (1 + zs)c

H
dL
0,i

F (zs) . (A12)

This allows us to measure the Hubble constant whose posterior

p(HdL

0,i |dGW, dt
EM) =

∫
p(HdL

0,i |zs, dL)p(zs|dEM)

p(dL|dGW, μi)

p(μi |dt
EM)dzsddLdμi , (A13)

where we mark the ith image and the corresponding Hubble constant
measurement H

dL
0,i with index i.

A5 Identifying the lens galaxy based on Hubble constant
measurements

Once we have measured the Hubble constants H
{�t,dL}
0 , we can

perform two additional tests to identify the correct lensed host galaxy.
The Hubble constant H�t

0 must be within its expected prior range

Rμ
0 =

∫
p(H�t

0 |dt
EM)p(H�t

0 |H′
μ)

p(H�t
0 |H′

0)
dH�t

0 , (A14)

where p(H�t
0 |H′

μ) ∈ [60, 80] kms−1Mpc−1 is the expected prior
range, and p(H�t

0 |H′
0) is some much wider prior range corresponding

to the case that the galaxy is not the host. Here, we choose the
wider prior to be H�t

0 ∈ [0, 1000] kms−1Mpc−1. In principle, we
can retrieve a more accurate prior choice for H�t

0 by sampling
the expected lens distribution. Doing so would likely improve
discriminatory power.

Likewise, the secondary Hubble constant measurement H
dL
0,i must

be within the expected prior

R̃μ
0 =

∏
i

∫
p(HdL

0,i |dGW, dt
EM)p(HdL

0,i |H′
μ)

p(HdL
0,i |H′

0)
dH

dL
0,i . (A15)

Therefore, the total log Bayes factor for/against the hypothesis that
the GW originates from a given lens candidate is

logBμ
0 = logMμ

0 + logRμ
0 + log R̃μ

0 . (A16)

A6 Combined sky localization of a lensed wave

Given that we have detected a quadruply lensed GW, we can combine
their sky localization posteriors simply by re-weighting:

p(ra, dec|d1, d2, d3, d4) ∝
∏4

i=1 p(ra, dec|di)

p(ra, dec)3
, (A17)

where we neglect the correlations between the other GW parameters
and the sky localization, as well as selection effects. Their inclusion
would improve our ability to localize the event in the sky.

A7 Localizing the merging black hole within the host galaxy
and measuring the combined Hubble Constant

Once the lensed host galaxy is identified, we can further localize
the merging black hole within the galaxy. We can retrieve this
source localization straightforwardly from the posterior of the source
positions p({�yk}|dGW, dt

EM).
To measure the final Hubble constant, we first combine the four

individual luminosity distance measurements together (assuming
uniform-in-comoving-volume prior and negligible correlations be-
tween luminosity distance other binary parameters) to retrieve H

dL
0 .

We then combine H
dL
0 with the Hubble constant from the time-delay

distance H�t
0 , assuming a flat H0 prior. A more detailed modelling

of the prior and the inclusion of selection effects could yield slightly
more stringent results.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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